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Previously on Open Research Webinars

- **SmartCLIDE**
  The Stairway to Cloud

- **ReachOut**
  Beta-Testing Platform for Collaborative Research Projects

- **BaSyx**
  BaSyx: Making Industry 4.0 easy with Eclipse BaSyx

- **capra**
  Extensible Traceability Management with Eclipse Capra

- **Sat4J**
  Sat4J, from the lab to OW2 with and for Eclipse

- **PDP4E**
  From engineering methods and tools for privacy compliance to a community of open models

- **DECODER**
  A New DevOps Toolbox for Software Code Exploration and Analysis

- **FASTEN**
  FASTEN: Scaling Static Analysis to Ecosystems

- **Activeeon**
  from Models to MLOps

- **MORPHEMIC**
  MORPHEMIC Cloud computing optimization platform

- **POOSSL**
  Early system architecture validation with Eclipse POOSSL

- **SmartCLIDE**
  Cloud-Computing for Dummies

- **Spoon**
  A Library for Implementing Analyses and Transformations of Java Source Code

- **Saturation**
  On-going research to fuel and enhance Eclipse Steady
Agenda

● Introduction & Welcome
  ○ Olivier Bouzereau (OW2) & Marco Jahn (Eclipse Foundation)

● CryptPad: The open source end-to-end encrypted collaborative office suite
  ○ David Benqué (XWiki SAS)

● TRISTAN: Together for RISc-V Technology and ApplicatioNs
  ○ Rob Wullems (NXP)

● Wrap up
  ○ Marco Jahn (Eclipse Foundation) & Olivier Bouzereau (OW2)
We are recording...

The talks will be recorded.
Please mute your mic and turn off video if you wish to remain anonymous

Unmute | Start Video
Asking questions

- Please raise your virtual hand(*) in zoom
- Or add the question to the chat

(*) From the Participants list
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

Recordings to be published soon: https://www.youtube.com/@EclipseFdn/
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

Next main OW2 events:

Join the OW2 village and meet XWiki, the OSPO Alliance, Waarp, City of Paris and more open source projects during the Open Source Experience Paris on **Dec. 6-7, 2023 in Paris**.
The NGI Search cascade funding project will also join. And the OW2 community will be involved in 7 sessions during the conference.

Save the date! The next OW2 Annual Conference will take place on **June 11-12, 2024 in Paris** Châtillon. The CFP will open in December. Find more soon on: [ow2con.org](http://ow2con.org)
CryptPad

The open source end-to-end encrypted collaborative office suite

David Benqué (XWiki SAS)
What’s Next?

- A new chapter is opening for Open Research Webinars in 2024:
  - Eclipse Research will launch a new series: Each episode will feature **one Research Project** in which the foundation is involved and **one related Eclipse Open Source Project**. This initiative aims to encourage collaboration between researchers and well established open source projects.
  - OW2 will open soon a new Webinar Series dedicated to promote new projects from the OW2 code base and open source innovations EU funding by the NGI (Next Generation Internet) projects. Register to the OW2 Newsletter to stay informed: [https://www.ow2.org/view/Newsletters/](https://www.ow2.org/view/Newsletters/)
Season’s Greetings from both Open Source associations
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